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By Jerome R Corsi : The Shroud Codex  update after reading our original article on the shroud of turin and its 
carbon dating a usa college student writing a thesis on the subject asked us a series of when i first heard about the 
quot;shroud of turinquot; i asked quot;what does the science sayquot; when i found out that quot;carbon 14 datingquot; 
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resulted in a 12th The Shroud Codex: 

0 of 0 review helpful A GOOD FICTION ACCOUNT By Roman Eagle Corsi s book The Shroud Codex is a 
fascinating story about the Holy Shroud of Christ With little actual historical fact on this relic Corsi creates mystery 
and intrigue which surely must have occurred in acquiring this relic Using Byzantine intrigue and Western greed Corsi 
weaves plot and sub plot into a Byzantine tapestry that holds the reader s interest The priest Brought back to life on an 
operating room table after a horrific car crash Father Paul Bartholomew is haunted by frightening visions mdash 
especially the moments when he seems to inhabit the body of Christ at Golgotha The skeptics Dr Stephen Castle a 
New York City psychiatrist and renowned atheist has built an international reputation for his book arguing that 
religion is a figment of human imagination Professor Marco Gabrielli an It Corsi weaves an intriguing tale of science 
and religion that is more than a good read it is about as near to an out of body experience as we are bound to witness 
Believers and non believers alike will be attracted to this book if not for the same reasons 
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